The DuoPlain RedLine Ventilation Tile provides roof space ventilation through the leading edge of the tile ensuring that the clean lines of the roof are maintained. It is ideal for use where alternative eaves and ridge ventilation systems are not appropriate.

**Pack Contents**
- 1 x RedLine Vent
- 1 x Underlay Seal
- 1 x Adaptor
- 1 x Nail and Clip pack

**Product Codes**
- 9113 DuoPlain RedLine Vent
- 9172 Flexible Pipe (100/100mm)

**Marking the position**
1. Place underlay seal over space in which the RedLine Vent is to be fitted (ensure the seal is as close to the centre of the rafter space as possible.)
2. Line up MIN and MAX shunt lines, marked on underlay seal, with edge of tile.
3. Pull back centre section of seal and score cut lines in underlay, with a nail using side finger sections as a guide.

**Preparing the underlay**
1. Using score lines 1 & 2 as a guide, measure 150mm down from the top of the battens, and join to make score line 3.
2. Make cuts 1, 2, & 3 as shown. Fold underlay back over batten and fix with felt tacks.
3. Cut the excess underlay flush with the top of batten (as cut 4)

**Note:** In the case of rigid sarking or boarding a suitable wood saw must be used to provide a clear path to the roofspace.

**Fitting the underlay seal**
1. Slide the seal under the batten below, on top of the underlay.
2. Align the underlay seal
   - a) Using score lines 1 & 2 as a guide, measure 150mm down from the top of the battens, and join to make score line 3.
   - b) Make cuts 1, 2, & 3 as shown. Fold underlay back over batten and fix with felt tacks.
   - c) Cut the excess underlay flush with the top of batten (as cut 4)

**Aligning the underlay seal**
1. a) Slide the central section of the seal into the hole, under the underlay and the outer fingers, over the underlay and under the batten.
2. b) Slide up until the ‘TOP OF BATTEN’ line ‘B’ (on the seal) lines up with the top of the batten.
3. c) Align MIN and MAX shunt lines, marked on underlay seal, with edge of tile (interlock)

**Inserting the adaptor into the vent tile spigot and ensure the lugs are located in the appropriate channels.**

**Insert the adaptor through the hole in the underlay seal, using slit at bottom edge to aid fitting.**

**Ensure seal returns to flat position against the underlay after fitting.**

**Using the fixings provided, nail the vent to the batten and then secure the hook of the clip over the tile’s interlock and slide down under the head of the tile. Continue tiling as normal.**
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